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MISSION STATEMENT 
The Way of the Sword Combat Sports, also 
known as WotS, is a full-contact boffer 
combat organization sparked by cultural 
and martial inspirations. By utilizing foam-
padded “mock” weaponry, historically 
inspired garments, and realistic training 
techniques, we aim to bring both 
comradery and competition to the 
community while promoting healthy, 
active lifestyles, continual pursuit of 
education, and foster personal growth of 
self. 

 
1.0 - Spirit of the Rules  
1.1 - Spirit of the Rules (SotR) refers to the meaning behind the rule, not the grey area or 
loophole the rule may contain. The rules written within this book are intended to allow a clear 
understanding of each individual rule, how it is to be interpreted, and how the rule works in 
conjunction with the other rules to create a safe, fun, and full contact combat experience for its 
players. No matter how clear or accurate, no rule is to replace good judgment or the safety of any 
individual. It is each participant’s responsibility to be aware of and follow the rules of play and 
communicate with others if questions arise. Should an incident occur where SotR is questioned, a 
Marshal or event coordinator will have final judgment. 
 

2.0 - Liability and Hold Harmless / Membership 
2.1 - All individuals must have completed and signed the Liability Waiver and Hold Harmless 
agreement to participate in all WotS events, programming, and functions, especially combat. 

2.1.1 – Branch leaders must maintain a record, either paper or digital, of all Liability 
Waivers for all park participants including: Branch members, new recruits, and any non-
WotS bystander that would like to participate in combat. Branch leaders are responsible 
for turning in new or updated waivers to the WotS governing board quarterly. 

2.2 - Combat participation in WotS is reserved for individuals of at least sixteen (16) years of age. 
If the individual is under eighteen (18) years of age, they must present a signed waiver by their 
legal guardian. When attending events, their legal guardian must be present at all times. Under the 
discretion of leadership, the legal guardian may sign a Guardian Medical Release Form, placing the 
group's leader as the child's responsible guardian. 

2.2.1 - Under the discretion of leadership, children under the age of sixteen may still 
engage in combat with children of similar age and size, provided they do so separately from 
other players, have a signed waiver, and are supervised by their legal guardians. They must 
be mentally and emotionally capable of following the rules of combat, behaving in an 
honorable manner on field, and handling the combat environment without becoming upset 
or agitated. 
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3.0 Organizing the Organization 

3.1 - Board of Directors (BOD) is the ruling body of WotS. The BOD must have an odd number of 
individuals to prevent a voting stalemate. The BOD has a number of powers and duties 
including (but not limited to) the following. 
3.1.1 - Amending the rulebook - including play-testing elements 
3.1.2 - Addressing disputes 
3.1.3 - Coordinating organization-wide events 
3.1.4 - Approving new Nations or Branches 

3.2 - A Marshal is an individual that serves as a referee or judge and are needed to ensure that the 
rules are being enforced and gameplay is being run fairly for all participants. They can be 
recognized by a special bright orange marker, such as a headband or jacket, to signify their 
Marshal status. In order for members of the organization to serve as a Marshal, they must have in-
depth knowledge of the rulebook and be tested annually by the Marshal Committee. See Rule 11 
for Marshals. 
3.3 - A Nation in WotS is defined as a group with cohesive customs, belief systems, and defined 
hierarchies that have historically accurate representation. A Nation’s leadership holds authority 
over their Branches and are responsible for helping them succeed and grow. Nations are divided 
into Districts. 
3.4 - A District is defined as a generalized geographic location that encompasses multiple groups 
within the nation, i.e. Northern, Central, and Southern. Districts are further divided into Branches. 
3.5 - A Branch is defined as a group of individuals within a Nation. Branches are typically found 
within a defined geographic location such as a specific park. These individuals should also form a 
cohesive unit of customs and beliefs separate of other Branches but within the defined historical 
boundaries of their Nation’s culture. Branches are further classified by a ranking system. See Rule 
12 for Branch Ranking. Note: If a Branch fails to meet their minimum standards for their rank, 
they will default to the previous rank.  
3.6 - A Player is an individual that participates, as a combatant or non-combatant, in the WotS 
community. 

3.6.1 - All Players hold a rank title within their Nation. See Rule 13 for Player Ranking 
3.6.2 - Players are encouraged to wear culture specific “garb” during practices. Garb is 
required at all day battle and camping events, and all other official activities will state their 
requirements to attend. Some aspects of the rules are only available to be practiced by 
players in garb. 

3.6.2.1 - Garb is a term used for historically inspired clothing as defined by the 
Nation. 
3.6.2.2 - Each Nation will set its standards for acceptable minimal garb.  
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4.0 - Code of Conduct  
4.1 - WotS strives to maintain a fun, friendly, and welcoming environment for all members of our 
organization. As such, the following behaviors are not acceptable:  

4.1.1 - Cheating - defined as acting dishonestly or unfairly in order to gain an advantage. If 
an individual is found to be cheating, consequences against the individual will be enforced 
up to and including banishment from field of play, local group, event, or organization. 
Common acts of cheating include: 

4.1.1.1 - “Sloughing” - Not taking strikes from opposing players 
4.1.1.2 - “Ghost-walking” - Leaving field of play and re-entering during battle, or 
using dead or respawning players as cover  
4.1.1.3 - “Anviling” - Placing a weapon directly onto your body, armor, and/or 
shield to avoid taking damage. This is different than a block, which is actively trying 
to stop a strike 
4.1.1.4 - Pretending to be or hiding among non-combatants, or claiming to be of your 
opponent's side if asked directly 
4.1.1.5 - Misrepresenting the amount of hits left on your armor and/or shield or 
ignoring scenario-specific rules, weapon checks, or Marshal calls 
4.1.1.6 - Knowingly overswinging or unsafely using weapons which could result in 
injuries to other players 

4.1.2 – Violating any local, state, or federal laws, including: 
4.1.2.1 - Speech that would cause a reasonable person to fear for their safety 
4.1.2.2 - Physical violence outside of the normal bounds of combat conduct 
4.1.2.3 - Sexual harassment or inappropriate sexual contact/conduct 
4.1.2.4 - Theft or willful destruction of other people's property including use of 
facilities 

4.1.3 – Repeated unwillingness to follow instructions from staff, Marshals, or event 
managers 
4.1.4 – Creating a hostile environment detrimental to the enjoyment of the group as a 
whole 

4.2 - This is not to be an exhaustive list. Anything not noted above but that negatively impacts 
WotS in an unsuitable manner (using a “reasonable person” standard) also falls under these 
restrictions and may result in ejection/exclusion. 
4.3 - Each Branch's leadership is responsible for maintaining records on the above infractions. Any 
Branch level ban placed on a player for Item 4.1.2 infractions should be immediately reported to 
the WotS governing board for review. 
4.4 - Ejection or exclusion may be temporary or permanent based on the nature and severity of the 
infraction. Consequences will be decided by the WotS governing board. The board will maintain 
the list of temporarily or permanently banned players and distribute to staff accordingly. 
4.5 - Always ask permission before handling other people’s personal belongings or equipment. 
This does not apply to moving items on field for safety purposes, i.e. broken arrows, which should 
be brought to the nearest Marshal. 
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5.0 - Combat Rules 
5.1 - Damage Types 

5.1.1 - Light Damage - Any weapon weighing under 24 ounces, or any weapon used one-
handed, swung or stabbed, does Light Damage. Light Damage does 1 point of damage to 
armor. No damage to shields. See Rule 7 for Armor. 
5.1.2 - Great Damage - Any weapon weighing over 24 ounces and used two-handed, swung or 
stabbed, does Great Damage. Great Damage does 2 points of damage to armor. 

5.1.2.1 - Shield Break Damage – A Great Weapon swung two-handed that lands a 
solid strike to a shield does Break Damage. Depending on their classification, shields 
require either 1, 2, or 3 Break Damage swings to fully “break” and become no longer 
usable during battle. See Rule 6 for Shields. 

5.1.3 - Thrown Javelins and Arrows - Thrown javelins and shot arrows do 2 points of damage 
to armor. No damage to shields. See Rule 5.10 for Projectiles.  
5.1.4 - Thrown Non‐Javelin Weapons - No damage to armor. No damage to shields. Only does 
damage to unarmored strike zones. See Rule 5.10 for Projectiles. 
5.1.5 - Death by Grapple - If an opponent is safely grappled to the ground, with a majority of 
their back on the ground, a player may perform a Death by Grapple by lightly striking their 
opponent’s chest three times. See Rule 8 for Grappling. 

 5.2 - Strike Zones 
5.2.1 - Sufficient Force - Sufficient Force is defined as a “solid” strike from the striking 
surface of a weapon. Taps, grazes, and glances do not count as sufficient force.  
5.2.2 - Non-kill zones 

5.2.2.1 – Arm ‐ From the outside of the ball of the shoulder to the wrist. If struck 
here, results in loss of limb. Put the arm behind your back, or out of play. If struck 
again in same limb, the shot carries through to the torso, which results in death if no 
armor is present. 

5.2.2.1.1 – Hand - If your hand is holding equipment and you are struck here, 
it does not count. If your hand is empty, it is considered a strike to the arm. If 
a strike legal surface of a weapon is grabbed, it is considered a loss of a limb. 
5.2.2.1.2 “Peasant Armor” - A player blocking a strike with their limb in 
order to avoid getting hit in the torso. This results in loss of limb. 
5.2.2.1.3 Grabbing or trapping a weapon between your arm and torso by the 
striking edge results in instant death. 

5.2.2.2 – Leg ‐ From the bottom of the buttocks/groin to the ankle. Strikes to this 
area result in loss of limb. Drop to your knees as soon as safely possible; do not 
hop on one foot or continue to run/walk. If struck again in same limb, the shot 
carries through to the next target area, in this case other leg. Death occurs. 

5.2.2.2.1 - Foot - If your foot is on the ground and you are struck here, it does 
not count. If your foot is off the ground, it is considered a strike to the leg. 
5.2.2.2.2 – A player may “carry” a wounded player to assist their relocation in 
the middle of a battle, but this must be done in a realistic manner, i.e. 
wrapping the wounded player’s arm around them.  
5.2.2.2.3 - A player can in no way toss or throw the player they are ‘carrying’ 
and must SAFELY drop the player where they are at the time of release. 
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5.2.2.3 - The loss of any two limbs is considered death. If the same limb is struck twice 
it is a death if the player struck is not wearing armor for their torso. See Rule 7 for 
Armor. 

5.2.3 - Kill zones 
5.2.3.1 – Torso - From the groin/buttocks to the base of the neck. This includes the 
hip joint, the collar bone, and the ball of the shoulder. When struck here, death, 
unless wearing armor. See Rule 7 for Armor. 
5.2.3.2 - Head (Melee) 

5.2.3.2.1 - The crown of the skull is only a legal strike zone for swung Light 
Damage weapons that meet the headshot legal criteria. See Rule 7.8.4 for 
Headshot Legal Weapons. The face, ears, back of head, and neck are illegal. 
If struck here, clearly call it as such and continue the battle. 
5.2.3.2.2 – Calibration for Strikes to the Head - For safety purposes, strikes 
to the head do not require sufficient force. Any player found to be using 
excessive force to the head will be immediately ejected from the field of play 
and subject to removal. 
5.2.3.2.3 – If you are having your weapon tested for headshot legal purposes, 
you must be willing to receive a headshot from a weapons checker. 

5.2.3.3 - Head (Ranged) - The entirety of the head, including the neck. This is only a 
legal strike zone for Javelins, Arrows, and headshot legal Thrown Non-Javelin 
Weapons. 

5.3 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) such as 
gloves, hard goggles/face masks, kneepads, etc. are 
allowed for player safety, however they won’t be 
counted as Armor. All strike zones still apply. 
5.4 - Worn weapons and quivers do not count as 
armor, and any strike carries through to the next 
strike zone. 
5.5 - Upon death, players must immediately place 
their weapon or hand over their head while 
announcing "Dead!" and remove themselves from the 
fighting area as quickly and safely as possible. 
5.6 - Dead players may not speak or communicate 
with live players. 

5.7 – HOLDS - A ‘Hold’ is called by event admin, Marshals, or spectators when a situation occurs 
that requires combat to cease. 

5.7.1 -If a ‘Hold’ is called, all combat should immediately cease. A ‘Hold’ call will be 
echoed by any fighter hearing it. All weapons should be lowered, and all players are 
expected to go down to one knee. Any strike made after a ‘Hold’ is called is not counted. 
5.7.2 - Fighters may only resume after the Marshal makes the call to restart.5.7 – Shot in 
Motion- If an effective strike is thrown before, or on, the same moment as another strike is 
taken, it is still counted. Strikes begun after the opponent has received a ‘killing’ strike need 
not be counted. If both combatants are struck in “kill zones” simultaneously as the result of 
combat, both are dead. As with all aspects, communication between players is 
important. 
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6.0 - Healing 

6.1 - Healing is defined as bringing a wounded limb back into play. 
6.1.1 - To heal a wounded participant, the healer must tie a ribbon around the wounded limb. 

6.1.1.1 - The ribbon must be a minimum of 36“ in length and 1.5” in width. Must be 
made of material that does not easily rip, such as cloth. 
6.1.1.2 - For the heal to count, the ribbon must be tightly wrapped, but still allow 
two fingers to fit comfortably between ribbon and limb for safety purposes. 
6.1.1.3 - The healed player must remove the ribbon after death and return to healer. 

 6.1.1.4 - If the ribbon falls off during battle, the player loses the affected limb. 
6.1.2 - Healer must maintain continuous physical contact with wounded participant until 
the healing is complete and may not move from the spot during the process. Any act of 
combat restarts the process. 
6.1.3 - Healers should keep ribbons in a secure pouch, for safety purposes. 
6.1.4 - Healers cannot heal themselves, though may be healed by a different healer. 
6.1.5 - Healers cannot repair damaged or destroyed armor/equipment 
6.1.6 - The wounded fighter cannot assist in the healing process. 
6.1.7 - Neither the healer nor wounded player may move during the healing process. 

  

Pictured left: 
 
1. Player A attempts to 
heal Player B’s injured 
limb, in this case his left 
leg. 
 
2. A completed heal. 
Player B may now return 
to battle with full use of 
this leg. 

Pictured right: 
 
A heal being 
performed on an 
injured limb, in 
this case a limbed 
leg. 
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7.0 - Weapons Construction and Safety 
7.1 - Weapons are to be constructed in such a way that they do not physically harm other players 
when used in a safe manner. Each weapon must be checked for safety and marked by a 
Marshal/Weapons Checker before being declared legal and used on the field. Weapons checks 
occur before any combat activities begin. It is each individual participant’s responsibility to get 
their weapons checked prior to combat.  
7.2 - Weapons Check 

7.2.1 ‐ All Weapons must pass a basic Strike Test of light, medium, and hard strikes. The 
core is not to be felt at all and a hard strike should be uncomfortable but not painful. 
Pass/fail is at the discretion of the Marshal/Weapons Checker. 
7.2.2 - For weapons to be classified as Headshot legal, the person requesting usage must be 
willing to take a strike to the head by a Marshal/Weapons Checker in order to feel how 
much force should be used. 

7.2.2.1 - Headshot weapons will be marked separately to designate them as Head 
Legal. 
7.2.2.2 ‐ If a weapon fails a headshot check, it can be checked as a Light Weapon. 

7.2.3 - The shaft and/or blade of a weapon may not flex greater than 45 degrees when 
swung.  
7.2.4 - In order to simplify the weapons checking process, all weapons must be presented 
free of previous tape and receive a new strip to the handle/shaft according to the 
following chart:  
 

Light Weapons Great Weapons Projectiles Stab Legal Head Legal 

Blue Red Yellow Green White 
 
7.3 - Anyone caught trying to use weapons that have not been checked, failed weapons 
check, or has been found to be unsafe will be pulled out of the field of battle and 
reprimanded accordingly. 
7.4 - Padding 

7.4.1 - All weapons, excluding arrows, require at least 1/2 of its entire length padded. 
7.4.2 - The only exception is weapons that are STAB ONLY, for instance, spears and 
daggers. These weapons may have no less than 1/3 of the length padded. 
7.4.3 - There are 4 categories of weapon padding. 

7.4.3.1 - Strike Legal- Foam of at least 1” thick on Light Weapons or 2” thick on Great 
Weapons. Thrown Non‐Javelin Weapons must adhere to strike legal thickness as well.  
7.4.3.2 - Courtesy/Incidental - Foam at least 0.5” thickness on non-striking 

surfaces. 
7.4.3.3 - Stabbing – Foam of a minimum 1.5” thickness between core and tip. 
7.4.3.4 - Projectile Head - Open-cell foam of either 2” thickness in Arrows or 4” 
thickness in Javelins. 

7.5 - Cloth covers, or an equivalent, are required on all striking surfaces of weapons and shields. 
Plastidip will not be considered a cover for striking surfaces on weapons, but is allowed on shields. 
Covers should be in reasonably good condition, and any covers that are in poor condition can 
result in failed equipment at the discretion of the Marshal/Weapons Checker. 
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7.6 - Pommels - All weapons, excluding arrows, require a pommel. The pommel of a weapon 
must be padded with enough courtesy padding to prevent injury in case of an accidental hit. 

7.6.1 - Pommel Strikes - A pommel may do 1 point of Light Damage when stabbed, so long 
as it is constructed with proper Stabbing foam and passes Weapons Check rules. 

7.7 - Weapon Cores may not be constructed of metal or wood. 
7.8 - Light Weapons 

7.8.1 Must be at least 6” in length and has a weight maximum of 24 ounces. 
7.8.2 Must have at least 1” of foam on the striking surfaces. 
7.8.3 In the case of single sided light weapons, a piece of tape must be placed down the back 
of the blade in order to denote a non-striking surface. 
7.8.4 - Headshot Legal 

7.8.4.1 - Weigh a maximum of 13 ounces 
7.8.4.2 - Have a special tape affixed to denote headshot legal status. This will be 
affixed during weapon’s check. 

7.8.5 - Flails 
7.8.5.1 - The flail must only have one head with a minimum 5” in diameter. 
7.8.5.2 - The maximum rope length is 6” and must be covered in small foam 
segments to avoid injury. 
7.8.5.3 - The haft must contain courtesy padding on at least 1/3 of its surface. The 
haft may not contain a striking surface. 
7.8.5.4 - Must follow pommel rules. See Rule 7.6 for Pommels 

7.9 - Great Weapons 
7.9.1 - Must weigh at least 24 ounces 
7.9.2 - Must have at least 2” of foam on the striking surfaces.  
7.9.3 - Must follow pommel rules. See Rule 7.6 for Pommels  
7.9.4 - Must have a minimum diameter of 2.5”. 

7.10 Projectiles 
7.10.1 - Projectile Calibration- Strikes from projectile weapons count when the head of 
the weapon strikes the target, stopping or being slightly deflected (but not 
glancing/grazing). Sufficient force as measured by melee weapons is not required due to 
safety. 
7.10.2 - Javelins  

7.10.2.1 - Javelins require a 4” open cell foam thickness on the tip with no tape on 
the face of the completed weapon. The head must be at least 2.5” in diameter. 
5.10.2.2 - Must have courtesy padding of 0.5” on all other surfaces. 
5.10.2.3 - Must follow pommel rules. See Rule 7.6 for Pommels 
5.10.2.4 - Must be thrown at half strength if thrown from under 15 feet. 
5.10.2.5 - If used in melee, must follow normal Light Damage rules and is not legal to 
the head, face, or neck. 

7.10.3 - Thrown Non-Javelin Weapons must be a minimum of 6” in total length. These 
must at minimum be completely padded in strike legal foam and are not headshot legal. To 
be headshot legal, they must be completely padded in 2” thickness open cell foam and pass 
Weapons Check rules. 

7.10.3.1 - Rocks must be between 6”-10” in diameter, weigh no more than 9 ounces, 
and be constructed solely of open-cell foam or pillow stuffing, except for the cloth 
cover. Rocks are headshot legal. 
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7.10.4 - Bows and Crossbows  
7.10.4.1 - Bows may not be more than 35-pound draw at full draw.  
7.10.4.2 - Bows must be half drawn at 15 feet. 
7.10.4.3 - Crossbows may not be more than 35-pound draw at full draw. 
7.10.4.4 - Crossbows may not be fired within a range of 15 feet, as they cannot be 
half drawn. 

7.10.5 Arrows and Crossbow Bolts 
7.10.5.1 - Arrows require a 2” open cell foam thickness on the tip with no tape on the 
face of the completed weapon. The head must not be less than 2.5” in diameter. 
7.10.5.2 - Shafts may not be larger than 36” in length.  
7.10.5.3 - Shafts must be made of fiberglass or carbon fiber. For safety purposes, 
wood and aluminum shafts are not allowed. 
7.10.5.4 - Shafts must have at least two effective and attached fletches. 
7.10.5.5 - Arrows and Bolts may never be used as a melee or throwing weapon.  
7.10.5.6 - Arrows must have their ordinary tips removed and a penny or equivalent 
object secured perpendicular to the shaft, flat side up. 

7.10.6 - Projectiles in the Field of Play 
7.10.6.1 - Players may only transport projectiles within the active field of the play. 
Examples of appropriate transport include but are not limited to: picking up and 
returning fire, tossing arrows to the side of the field, extracting them from one area 
of the play field to another.  
7.10.6.2 - When picking up projectiles, make sure they are not damaged. If so, 
discard from field of play. 

7.10.7 - As a basic courtesy, respawning archers can collect up to 2 arrows from the field 
before heading to the respawn point, during multi-life scenarios. Archers that must 
respawn who already have at least 2 arrows may not benefit from this rule. 
7.10.8 - Defending Against Arrows/Bolts 

7.10.8.1 For safety purposes, arrows and bolts cannot be caught. 
7.10.8.2 Only shields may be swung to block an arrow. Due to their delicate nature 

arrows are not to be struck at 
with weapons but may be “stop 
blocked” – placing the melee 
weapon in a stationary position 
between yourself and the arrow, 
so that the arrow stops when 
blocked. Striking at arrows 
causes them to tumble, which is 
very dangerous to players. If an 
arrow is struck or swung with 
anything other than a shield, the 
fighter doing the blocking is 
dead automatically.  
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8.0 - Shields 
8.1 - Shields should be constructed properly so that they do not harm other combatants. 

8.1.1 - All non‐foam constructed shields should have a 0.5” courtesy padding on their face 
and 1” on the edges. 
8.1.2 - Bolt heads, nuts, edges, etc. on the inside of the shield should have a minimum of 
courtesy padding taped/glued/affixed over them. 
8.1.3 - Shields should be rigid. They should not be flimsy or excessively bendable. 
8.1.4 - Shield covers must be in good repair; those that are in poor condition can result in 
failed equipment at the discretion of the Marshal/Weapons Checker. Appropriate shield 
covers include but are not limited to cloth covers, canvas covers, and Plastidip 

8.2 - Shield Striking 
8.2.1 - Shield Striking - the act of striking your opponent with either the side or front of 
your shield. Shield strikes do no points of damage. 
8.2.2 - Shield Edging - Striking an opponent with the edge of the shield. Shield edging is 
legal from all sides to areas 
below the neck. 
8.2.3 - Shield Checking ‐ 
Striking an opponent with the face of shield from within three steps. Shield checking is only 
legal from the front or sides, not the back, to areas below the neck. 
8.2.4 - Shield Bashing ‐ Striking an opponent with the face of shield from more than three 
steps. Shield bashing is only legal to the front from below the neck. 
8.2.5 - Shield Kicking - Players can kick the face of shields, provided the kicker keeps one 
foot on the ground, i.e. no flying kicks. Shield kicking must be done with regard for the 
safety of other fighters and will be monitored carefully. 

8.3 - Deliberate shield contact to the head or neck area is prohibited. 
8.4 - Shield Breaking 
8.4.1 - Shields can become “broken” by receiving Break 
Damage strikes, which are solid strikes from a two-
handed SWUNG Great Weapon. 

8.4.1.1 - Class One - Shields measuring 12-14.9” 
require one Break Damage strike to break. 
8.4.1.2 - Class Two - Shields measuring 15-29.9” 
require two Break Damage strikes to break. 
8.4.1.3 - Class Three - Shields measuring 30-60” 
require three Break Damage strikes to break. 

8.4.2 - User must drop broken shield immediately. All subsequent strikes to the shield 
before being dropped count as if the shield weren’t there.  
8.4.3 - Another player may not pick up and use a broken shield.  

8.5 - Shields are to be dropped if the arm holding the shield is struck. 
8.6 - There is a limit of one shield per person. A person may either carry a shield on their arm or 
back, but not in combination. 
8.7 - Worn Shields follow the same strike rules as Hard Armor and do not require Break Damage 
from a Great Weapon. 
8.8 - Armor and worn shields on the same strike zones do not stack points. Any Armor and worn 
shield covering the same strike zone follows Hard Armor strike rules.  
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9.0 - Armor 
9.1 - To wear armor, a participant must be wearing sufficient garb, as defined by their culture. 
9.2 - Armor will be checked like weapons to determine the point value. 
9.3 - Armor Types 

9.3.1 - Soft Armor - Worth 1 point. Examples include: covered or Plastidipped foam, 
quilted cloth, chain mail, or leather less than 12 ounces. (3/16”) thick. 
9.3.2 - Hard Armor - Worth 2 points. Examples include plastic armor at least 1/8” thick, 
Leather more than 12 ounces (3/16”) thick, and metal of at least 20-gauge thickness 
(1/32”). 

9.4 - The edges of all armor must have no more cutting power than the edge of a penny. 
9.5 - Armor must be visible from 10 feet, as determined by a Marshal.  

9.5.1 - Armor may be worn covered by garb, so long as it still complies with the 10 foot rule, 
as determined by a Marshal. Use of armor should be communicated at the beginning of 
each battle.  
9.5.2 - If armor is covered, strikes taken to the armor must be communicated in the same 
way as additional damage or shield hit count. 

9.6 - For armor to count, it must look period as defined by your culture using the 10 foot rule and 
may not have a modern look. Sports gear/PPE will not count as armor, unless modified to look 
period. Failed equipment is at the discretion of the Marshal/Weapons Checker. 
9.7 - Armor covering a Target Area is not separated: meaning that front/ back of chest both count 
towards the same count, forearm/bicep count towards the same count and shin/thigh count 
towards the same count.  

9.7.1 - Armor will be counted in six different sections; right and left arms, right and left legs, 
torso, and head will be counted separate. 
9.7.2 - Example: Player A is wearing a full suit of Hard Armor, and Player B lands strikes on 
the armored torso and armored arm. Player A still has 1 point left on arm and 1 on torso. 
Leg and/or head armor are not affected and still have 2 points. 

9.8 - Armor and worn shields on the same strike zones do not stack points. Any Armor and worn 
shield covering the same strike zone follows Hard Armor strike rules.  
 

 
Pictured above: various players wearing armor 
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10.0 - Grappling 
10.1 - Grappling is defined as wrestling in a safe, calm, and 
controlled manner. In order to grapple on field, a player 
must first demonstrate their ability and understanding of 
what a safe grapple is at Weapons Check. Pass/fail is at the 
discretion of the Marshal/Weapons Checker. When you 
pass the check, you will receive a wristband which denotes 
you wish to participate in grappling. If you lose your 
wristband, it is your responsibility to get a new one from 
weapons check. The ribbon will be made of a bright yellow 3” wide fabric and must remain visible 
from 10 feet. Players who wish to grapple must adhere to the following rules: 

10.1.1 - Unarmored players may initiate a grapple with all other players. 
10.1.1.1 - A participant wearing PPE is treated as an unarmored participant for 
grappling purposes. See Rule 5.3 for PPE 

10.1.2 - Players wearing Soft Armor may only initiate with opponents wearing (any) Armor. 
10.1.3 - Players wearing Hard Armor may only initiate with opponents wearing Hard Armor. 
10.1.4 - Players with bows and/or arrows may not initiate grapples or be grappled. 

10.2 - A takedown may only be initiated from the front side of your opponent.  
10.3 - Prohibited actions include but are not limited to: 

● Pushing, pulling, or yanking the head or neck area 
● Joint locks (placing stress on a joint contrary to its range of motion) 
● Chokes (applying pressure to the neck area to deprive the brain of oxygen) 
● Cranks (applying pressure to a limb outside its natural range of motion) 
● Punching and kicking, except for shield kicking See Rule 8.2.5 for Shield Kicking 
● Elbowing, kneeing, head butting , or otherwise driving part of your body into an opponent 
● Spikes/Slams (uncontrolled dropping or forcefully adding power/momentum to a 

takedown to increase the force with which the opponent hits the ground) 
● Any attempt to harm another player outside the bounds of the game 

10.4 - The player initiating the grapple MUST maintain control of, and contact with, their 
opponent’s body as they are taken to the ground.  

10.4.1 - If the receiver can voluntarily roll away, the takedown is considered safe.  
10.4.2 - Any takedown where the receiver of the technique falls from a height higher than 
that of the person performing the throw’s hips is illegal. 

10.5 - If grappling with weapons in hand, normal combat rules apply in terms of strike zones and 
sufficient force. See Rule 3 for Combat Rules 

10.5.1 - Grabbing a weapon by the striking surface is not considered a grapple. If a strike 
legal surface of a weapon is grabbed, it is considered a loss of a limb. 
10.5.2 - A weapon may not be used to trip an opponent. 

10.6 - Grabbing a weapon’s handle, shaft, or courtesy padding, as well as grabbing a player’s 
shield, may be done from any side but must be done in a safe and controlled manner. 
10.7 - A player may grab/maneuver a shield but must do so in a way that will not cause injury to 
the player wielding the shield. 
10.8 - Death by Grapple 

10.8.1 - If an opponent is safely grappled to the ground, with a majority of their back on the 
ground, a player may perform a Death by Grapple by lightly striking their opponent’s 
shoulder three times with an open palm. 
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11.0 - Marshals 
11.1 - Marshals are base level officials that serve as referees or judges and are needed to ensure 
the safety of each player, that the rules are being enforced, and gameplay is being run fairly for all 
participants, as well as maintain the Spirit of the Rules.  

11.1.1 - In order for members of the organization to serve as a Marshal, they must have in-
depth knowledge of the rulebook and be tested annually by the Marshal Committee. 

11.2 - Duties include: 
● Conduct or assist with Weapons Checks 
● Enforce rules from the most current Rulebook Version 
● Run scenarios during Day Battles 
● Will act as a pool for volunteers during camping events if short-staffed. 
● Help train other Marshals or new fighters in the sport. 

11.3 - Marshals can be recognized by a special bright orange marker, such as a headband or jacket, 
to signify their Marshal status. 
11.4 - Parks are encouraged to have at least one trained Marshal member per every five members.  
11.5 - Marshal Training 

11.5.1 - Both combatants and non‐combatants are eligible to become a trained Marshal. 
11.5.2 - Assistance at events will be expected by all trained Marshals. 
11.5.3 - Players can be trained by any Marshal outside of their own Branch. 
11.5.4 - Players must pass testing conducted by the Marshal Committee and will receive 
their orange marker upon completion. 
11.5.5 - In order to become a certified Marshal, one must dedicate 12 consecutive hours or 
3 full practices of service. 

11.6 - Head Marshals within a Nation hold an administrative position on the Marshal Comittee. 
They are responsible for the initial training and continued education of the Marshals within their 
Nation. They are masters of the various aspects of foam combat and culture. 

11.6.1 - Duties and aspects include: 
● Extensive knowledge of the rules, including updates.  
● Demonstrates Spirit of the Rules when making on-field decisions 
● Oversees Marshals during events, steps in when a conflict arises.  
● Helps event organizers when needed. 
● Conducts weapons checks and is final say on questionable weapons. 
● Training players to become Marshals, and training Marshals for continued 

education. 
● Assists in training new fighters in the sport. 

11.7 - In tournament settings, each ring will have one Head Ring Marshal, and two assistant 
Ring Marshals. Preference for Ring Marshals will go to Head Marshals and then Marshals. 
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12.0 - Branch Ranking System 
12.1 - Probationary Branch - This is the status given to a new Branch. Probationary Branches are 
not eligible to petition for aid from the organization. They must meet the following minimum 
standards: 

● Declares their Nation and has a Branch heraldry (submitted and approved) 
● Has a minimum of 5 members 
● Practice is held at least once every 14 days 
● Must acquire minimum garb for their culture for at least 3 members within 6 months 
● Must attend an event with at least 3 members within 6 months 
● Have at least one player register as an official Marshal under the Marshal Committee within 6 months 

12.2 - Schedule I Branch - This is the status given to a Branch after their 12 week probationary 
period. Schedule I Branches are eligible to petition for aid including weapons and garb. The 
Branch leader is able to petition for armor crafting assistance. The Branch leader is now able to be 
included in the administration forums and have their Branch listed as an active park on the 
website. They must meet the following minimum standards. 

● Has a minimum of 5 members 
● Practice is held at least once every 14 days with at least three members every practice 
● Must maintain minimum garb for their culture for at least three members 
● Must attend an event with at least three members every 6 months 
● Has a small pool of equipment to support new members 
● Has at least one member registered as a Marshal under the Marshal Committee 

12.3 - Schedule II Branch - Schedule II Branches are now eligible to petition for field equipment 
and armor crafting assistance. These Branches are now allowed 1 (one) representative for 
committees. They must meet the following minimum standards: 

● Has maintained their Branch for at least 6 months as a Schedule I 
● Has a minimum of 10 members 
● Practice is held at least once every 7 days with at least 6 members every practice 
● Has at least one flag with their Branch heraldry 
● Must attend at least one event with at least 4 members every 6 months  
● Has a small pool of equipment to support new members, including weapons and garb 
● Has at least two members registered as a Marshal under the Marshal Committee 
● Has at least two members with cultural-specific armor. 

12.4 - Schedule III Branch - This is the status given to a Branch after their Schedule II status. 
Schedule III Branches are now eligible to petition for financial assistance (via hosting paid events). 
These Branches are allowed up to 2 (two) representatives for committees. They must meet the 
following minimum standards: 

● Has maintained their Branch for at least 1 year as a Schedule II 
● Has a minimum of 20 members 
● Practice is held at least once every 7 days with at least 15 members every practice 
● Has two or more flags with their Branch heraldry 
● Must attend at least one event with at least ten members every 6 months 
● Has a pool of equipment to support new members, including weapons, garb, and armor 
● Has at least three members registered as a Marshal under the Marshal Committee 
● Has at least five members with cultural-specific armor 
● Has built/acquired additional event equipment including encampment items or field fortifications 
● Must present volunteers to staff or host events, including but not limited to training seminars, culture 

festivals, campouts, and recruiting opportunities 

12.5 - Additional Branch Schedules can be added as game attendance necessitates.  
12.6 - Branch ranks will be demoted to the next lowest applicable rank if a large clan were to fail 
in maintaining the minimum standards for their current Schedule. This demotion is due to a 
failure in properly managing their Branch responsibilities. 
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13.0 - Player Ranking System  
Note: Each Nation has their own unique names for each rank. Branches may also utilize honorary 
titles that may be unique to their Branch, however each member must have a standardized rank 
within the player ranking system. All leadership ranks (O1 and above) are only implemented by 
necessity. For instance, with a newly seeded Branch, the park leader's rank will begin with O1 but 
will be given 12 weeks to achieve O1 minimum equipment expectations. The park's leader isn't 
able to rise above O1 in rank if there aren't enough players in their Branch to warrant 
additional/higher leadership ranks. Additionally, higher leadership ranks will be demoted to the 
next lowest applicable rank if a large clan were to shrink in membership. This demotion is due to a 
failure in properly managing their leadership responsibilities. 
13.1 - Recruit (R1) - the lowest rank typically only held by new recruits while training under an 
Officer. This is a probationary status for all new players until they have attended 8 consecutive or 
12 non-consecutive practices. There are no minimum equipment expectations. 
13.2 - Member (R2) - the first promotion rank after completing probationary training. Members 
must demonstrate sufficient rulebook knowledge to participate on field without oversight. 
Expectations include minimum garb standards as dictated by the Nation. This rank is able to 
petition for skill training under an Officer to join their Team after attending 8 consecutive or 12 
non-consecutive practices as a Member. 
13.3 - Retainer (R3) - to be promoted to this rank, the Member must petition for skill training 
under an Officer to join their Team. The Retainer is expected to assist with Branch projects, 
including equipment pooling, attendance, recruitment efforts, etc. They must attend at least one 
organization event with their Team every 6 months. Expectations include full garb standards as 
defined by the Nation. 
13.4 - Sergeant (O1) - a leader of two to five Retainers, also known as a Team. This promotion is 
for R3’s trained under an officer to step into leadership roles, and are often chosen (or vetoed) by 
the Branch Leader. With a newly seeded Branch, the Park Leader's rank will begin with O1 but will 
be given 12 weeks to achieve minimum equipment expectations. Sergeants are responsible for 
their Retainers, including attendance, training, personal appearance, knowledge base, and 
motivation. They are expected to help their Team complete goals and Branch projects. They must 
have a minimum of two Members training under them to be promoted to O1 and cannot take on 
more than five Retainers at one time. Failure to maintain minimum attendance of their R3s results 
in demotion to the next lowest applicable rank. Expectations include full garb standards as defined 
by the Nation, with at least minimum armor preferred. 
13.5 - Lieutenant (O2) - a leader of two to five Teams, also known as a Squad. Lieutenants are 
responsible for overseeing that their Sergeants are performing duties required of them, including 
attendance, training, appearance, knowledge base, and motivation. They are expected to oversee 
the Branch projects that their Teams are responsible for and help them complete goals. 
Lieutenants must have a minimum of two Teams under them to be promoted to O2 and cannot 
take on more than five Teams at one time. Failure to maintain minimum attendance of their Teams 
results in demotion to the next lowest applicable rank. Expectations include full garb standards as 
defined by the Nation, with at least minimum armor required. 
13.6 - Captain (O3) - a leader of two to five Squads, also known as a Platoon. A Captain is 
responsible for overseeing that their Lieutenants are performing duties required of them, 
including attendance, training, appearance, knowledge base, and motivation. Failure to maintain 
minimum attendance of their Teams results in demotion to the next lowest applicable rank. 
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Expectations include full garb standards as defined by the Nation, with at least minimum armor 
preferred. 
13.7 - **Additional officer ranks can be added as game attendance necessitates.  
13.8 - Colonel (C1) - Unlike the promotion processes for Members and Officers, promotions to 
Colonel are often based on Nation-wide competitions, including tournaments, performance 
evaluations, a demonstrated cultural/historical competency, and organization involvement. 
Colonels are often given oversight of 2 or more Branches within the same Nation. Expectations 
include full garb standards as defined by the Nation and at least minimum armor, upgraded armor 
preferred. 
13.9 - Nation Head - The Nation Head is given oversight of all Branches within their Nation. The 
Nation Head is responsible for: 

 Ensuring all Nation or Organization property is properly maintained and accounted for. 
 Ensure that their Branches are functioning within martial training parameters based on 

historical representation of their Nation's culture. 
 Taking charge in coordinating projects that benefit the maintenance and expansion of their 

Nation, including cultural events, equipment pooling, attendance, recruitment efforts, 
coordinating events, etc 

 Providing assistance/aid to individual Branches in their efforts. 
 Setting the ranked naming system using culturally relevant names 
 Setting the garb requirements using minimum, full, and upgraded milestones.  

Expectations for this rank include full garb standards, upgraded garb preferred and at least 
minimum armor, upgraded armor preferred. 
13.10 - Branch Leader - This is a title and is not considered a rank. It is the Branch Leader that all 
Members will look to for example. The Branch leader is included in the administration forums and 
provides representation for their Branch on committees. The Branch Leader is responsible for:  

 Organizing their practice dates/times, coordinating events, and keeping this info up to date 
with the BOD to make sure the information on the website is correct.  

 Turning in attendance/rank records once a month, due on the last day of the month. 
 Each new Recruit is trained to competency in the Rulebook. 
 Ensuring all Branch or Organization property is properly maintained and accounted for. 
 Their Branch is trained to function within martial training parameters based on historical 

representation of their Nation's culture. 
 Coordinating project ideas that benefit the maintenance and expansion of their Branch, 

including equipment pooling, enforcing attendance, crafting days, recruitment efforts, etc. 
With a newly seeded Branch, the Park Leader's rank will begin with O1 but will be given 12 weeks 
to achieve minimum equipment expectations. The Park Leader isn't able to rise above O1 in rank if 
there aren't enough players in their Branch to warrant additional/higher leadership ranks. The 
Park Leader isn’t able to be demoted below O1 status unless relinquishing their title as Park 
Leader or removed from their position. 
 

 
 


